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Abstract When a stimulus–response event is frequently
paired with a specific foreperiod, response performance for
this event is improved after this foreperiod. This
phenomenon is referred to as specific temporal expectancy.
In four experiments, we investigated whether stimulus- or
response-related processing benefits from specific temporal
expectancy. In a speeded choice reaction task, different
features of the imperative stimuli were frequently paired with
foreperiods in such a way that only in some experiments
were the responses also frequently paired with foreperiods.
Participants revealed evidence for specific temporal
expectancy when responses were frequently paired with
foreperiods, but not when only the stimuli were frequently
paired with foreperiods. We concluded that specific temporal
expectancy affects response-related processing.

Keywords Temporal processing . Attention .Motor control

Human behavior is, to a large degree, guided by expectancies
about future events. Optimized anticipative behavior requires
to form expectancies about what will happen, as well as
about when it will happen. The latter aspect of expectancy,
commonly referred to as temporal expectancy, is currently a
heavily researched area (Correa, Triviño, Pérez-Dueñas,
Acosta, & Lupiáñez, 2010b; Los & Horoufchin, 2011;

Nobre & Coull, 2010; Riehle, 2005; Steinborn, Rolke,
Bratzke, & Ulrich, 2009; Vallesi, Binns, & Shallice, 2008).
One of the most common paradigms in temporal expectancy
research is the foreperiod paradigm. In the foreperiod
paradigm, an imperative stimulus is preceded by a warning
stimulus. The interval between warning and imperative
stimulus is referred to as the foreperiod (FP; Niemi &
Näätänen, 1981). When participants expect that the imper-
ative stimulus will occur after a specific FP, they can prepare
for the imperative stimulus, and, consequently, respond to
the stimulus more quickly (Woodrow, 1914).

When FPs are fixed across a block of trials, the FP is clearly
predictable for the participant, resulting in a high degree of
temporal expectancy. A well-established finding is that
response times (RTs) increase with increasing FPs when FPs
are constant over a block, but vary between blocks (Müller-
Gethmann, Ulrich, & Rinkenauer, 2003; Wundt, 1874). This
effect is commonly explained by a reduced precision of
temporal expectancy, due to the deterioration of the accuracy
of time estimation for longer time intervals (Grondin, 2001).

However, when FPs vary randomly from trial to trial,
temporal expectancy is generally much weaker than in
constant-FP designs, because participants can only guess
when the target stimulus will appear (Awramoff, 1903;
Cardoso-Leite, Mamassian, & Gorea, 2009). In variable-FP
paradigms, RTs are commonly found to decrease with
increasing FPs (Näätänen, 1970; Woodrow, 1914). This is
known as the variable-FP effect (Lohmann, Herbort,
Wagener, & Kiesel, 2009; Niemi & Näätänen, 1981). The
variable-FP effect is often explained in terms of conditional
probabilities. Whenever a short FP has elapsed without
presentation of the imperative stimulus, the probability of
the imperative stimulus at a longer FP is increased (Elithorn
& Lawrence, 1955; Janssen & Shadlen, 2005; Stuss et al.,
2005). When expectancies for the current FP are updated
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accordingly during the course of a trial, the expectancy for
the imperative stimulus to occur immediately rises from
short to long FPs, leading to better performance for long
than for short FPs (see, however, Los & Agter, 2005; Los &
Heslenfeld, 2005; Los & Van den Heuvel, 2001; Steinborn,
Rolke, Bratzke, & Ulrich, 2008, for an alternative
explanation of the variable-FP effect).

Within the variable-FP paradigm, expectancies can be
manipulated by changes in the overall FP distribution.
When, for example, one FP appears frequently relative to
other FPs, responses are usually faster after the frequently
appearing FP (Karlin, 1966; Mowrer, 1940; Nickerson,
1967; Zahn & Rosenthal, 1966) than after less frequent
ones. Another way to manipulate expectancy in the
variable-FP paradigm is by informative warning signals. If
a warning signal informs participants of which FP will most
likely appear in a trial, responses to the imperative stimulus
are faster for validly than for invalidly cued FPs (Correa,
Lupiáñez, Milliken, & Tudela, 2004; Correa, Lupiáñez, &
Tudela, 2006b; Coull & Nobre, 1998).

Specific temporal expectancy

The vast majority of temporal expectancy research has
investigated expectancy for FPs in strict separation from
expectancy for events. In order to isolate the effects of
temporal expectancy on response performance from any
effects of event expectancy, imperative stimuli have always
been balanced across FPs (Cardoso-Leite et al., 2009; Ellis
& Jones, 2010; Los & Schut, 2008; Niemi & Näätänen,
1981; Pecenka & Keller, 2009). In such situations,
participants can anticipate when an imperative stimulus will
appear, but not which stimulus will appear (given that there
are several options). We refer to this form of expectancy as
general temporal expectancy, to express that temporal
expectancy does not include expectancy of a specific event.

Temporal expectancy has also, however, been investigated
in a situation in which the expectancy was specific to a
certain event. In a variable-FP study by Wagener and
Hoffmann (2010b), a neutral warning signal was followed
by one of two FPs and one of two target stimuli. Each
target symbol was paired frequently with one of the FPs
(40% of the trials) and infrequently with the other FP
(10% of all trials). Overall, both target symbols and both
FPs appeared equally often. Wagener and Hoffmann
(2010b) found that participants adapted to the unequal
frequencies of FP–stimulus combinations. Participants
responded more quickly and were less error prone for
frequent than for infrequent FP–stimulus combinations.
This adaptation was explained by associative learning and
specific temporal expectancy (Thomaschke, Wagener,
Kiesel, & Hoffmann, 2011). During the course of the

experiment, participants learned that each event was
associated with a characteristic FP. Based on these
associations, participants formed different temporal
expectancies for each event. The expectation for each
event was scheduled to the FP at which it had frequently
appeared in the past (i.e., after its characteristic FP). We
refer to this kind of temporal expectancy with the term
specific temporal expectancy, to express that a certain FP
is expected only relative to a certain stimulus–response
event. Note that this definition requires that a certain
stimulus be expected only at a specific FP, instead of
being equally likely after all possible FPs, as in general
temporal expectancy designs.

A central issue in temporal expectancy research is to
determine which part of cognitive processing actually
benefits from temporal expectancy. In the following section,
we review evidence that general temporal expectancy
affects motor preparation, improves perception, and
facilitates other cognitive capacities. In the experiments
presented here, we empirically test whether that evidence
also holds true for specific temporal expectancy.

General motor expectancy

Earlier behavioral studies found evidence for a tight
connection between motor preparedness and temporal
expectancy. On the one hand, motor-related experimental
factors, such as instructed muscle tension or response
complexity, modulate expectancy effects from FP distribution
on response speed (Sanders, 1980, 1998; Spijkers, 1990). On
the other hand, increased temporal expectancy leads to
increased response force, a motor-related response parameter
(Mattes & Ulrich, 1997).

These findings are corroborated by recent neuroscientific
evidence. Temporal expectancy modulates the activation of
spinal cord excitability (Brunia & Boelhouwer, 1988) and
even elicits covert motor activation in the response-relevant
muscles (Boulinguez, Jaffard, Granjon, & Benraiss, 2008).
The nature of the effect of temporal expectancy on spinal
cord activation seems to strongly depend on the
experimental method. In a TMS study with a variable-
FP design, Van Elswijk, Kleine, Overeem, and Stegeman
(2007) found that corticospinal excitability increased with
temporal expectancy, and they speculated that expectation
synchronizes the spinal motor signal (see also Duque &
Ivry, 2009; Duque, Lew, Mazzocchio, Olivier, & Ivry,
2010). However, Duclos, Schmied, Burle, Burnet, and
Rossi-Durand (2008b) found that in a constant-FP design,
expectancy was associated with inhibition in spinal motor
neurons (see also Duclos, Burnet, Schmied, & Rossi-Durand,
2008a; but see also Sinclair & Hammond, 2009, for an
alternative interpretation of these findings).
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Indication for motor inhibition by temporal expectancy
has also been shown in the cortical motor system
(Boulinguez, Ballanger, Granjon, & Benraiss, 2009; Sinclair
& Hammond, 2008). In two studies with constant FPs,
Tandonnet and colleagues demonstrated that contralateral
negativity—an indicator of motor activity—was less variable
(Tandonnet, Burle, Vidal, & Hasbroucq, 2003) and of lower
amplitude (Tandonnet, Burle, Vidal, & Hasbroucq, 2006) in
the short-FP condition than in the long-FP condition,
suggesting that the cortical motor command is processed
with higher efficiency when expectancy is high (see also
Fecteau & Munoz, 2007). However, these results vary
depending on the experimental method. For example,
Davranche et al. (2007) found, in a TMS/EMG study with
a constant-FP paradigm, that increased expectancy leads to
increased activation in motor cortical areas, but also leads to
inhibition in corticospinal pathways. They concluded that
expectancy increases motor preparation, speeding up motor
responses, and that expectancy counteracts the cortical motor
activation by triggering inhibitory systems in the spinal cord
to prevent premature responses (see also Jaffard, Benraiss,
Longcamp, Velay, & Boulinguez, 2007; Jaffard et al., 2008;
Tandonnet, Garry, & Summers, 2010; see Burle, Tandonnet,
& Hasbroucq, 2010, for a recent review of the neuroscience
literature on temporal expectancy in the motor system).
Although the detailed mechanisms are still under debate,
there is a general consensus in the literature that motor
processing can be affected by general temporal expectancy.

General nonmotor expectancy

Other studies have located the effects of temporal expectancy
in nonmotor aspects of cognitive processes, such as selection
of the response category (Bausenhart, Rolke, Hackley, &
Ulrich, 2006; Fischer, Plessow, & Kiesel, 2010; Hackley,
2009; Hackley & Valle-Inclán, 1998, 2003; Los & Schut,
2008) or perception of target stimuli. With regard to the
impact of expectancy on perception, Lange, Rösler, and
Röder (2003) showed that EEG markers for perceptual
attention were increased at the attended FP, relative to the
unattended FP, when participants voluntarily scheduled their
auditory attention to one of two FPs, in order to detect
loudness-deviant tones (see also Lange & Heil, 2008; Lange,
Krämer, & Röder, 2006). Accordingly, Bausenhart, Rolke,
and Ulrich (2007) found, in a pitch discrimination paradigm
with constant FPs, that shorter tones (i.e., less perceptual
input) are sufficient for participants to discriminate pitch
when the fixed FP is short (i.e., when temporal expectancy is
high; see above).

Evidence for temporal expectancy effects has also been
provided for tactile (Lange & Röder, 2006) and visual
stimuli (Correa, Lupiáñez, & Tudela, 2005). In particular,

temporal preparation seems to increase the temporal
resolution of the visual system. Temporal order judgments
are facilitated when the stimuli appear at an expected point
in time (Bausenhart, Rolke, & Ulrich, 2008; Correa,
Sanabria, Spence, Tudela, & Lupiáñez, 2006c), and
intervals tend to be perceived as longer when they appear
at expected times (Grondin & Rammsayer, 2003). A further
account of perceptual temporal expectancy claims that
temporal expectancy speeds up the detection of stimulus
onset (early-onset hypothesis; see Rolke & Hofmann, 2007;
Seibold, Bausenhart, Rolke, & Ulrich, 2011a; Seibold,
Fiedler, & Rolke, 2011b; Seifried, Ulrich, Bausenhart,
Rolke, & Osman, 2010).

With regard to a potential perceptual locus of specific
temporal expectancy, a related study by Kingstone (1992) is
of interest. He investigated the interaction between general
event expectancy and general temporal expectancy. In his
study, the target letters A and V were displayed either
upright or upside down. The task was to identify the
orientation (upright or upside down) of the letters. He
manipulated event expectancy and temporal expectancy by
dual cues. One part of the cue predicted the FP, and the
other part of the cue predicted stimulus form (i.e., letter
identity). Thus, on each trial, participants formed expectan-
cies concerning the FP and the stimulus form. The crucial
difference to the previously described phenomenon of
specific temporal expectancy was that, in Kingstone’s study,
the probabilities of FP and event were not conditional upon
each other. The event cue increased the probability of the
cued form at the cued and at the noncued time to the same
degree. Likewise, the time cue increased the probability of
the cued FP for the cued form and for the noncued form to
the same degree. Participants adapted to the informative
cues, as evidenced by the fastest responses occurring when
stimulus form and time were both cued validly. Importantly,
only stimulus form was cued by the event cue, while
responses were mapped to stimulus orientation, and thus
were not cued. This means that the cued expectancy was of
a perceptual nature. Hence, general event expectancy and
general temporal expectancy can, when they coincide,
simultaneously facilitate perceptual processing. This sug-
gests that specific temporal expectancy—defined as expec-
tancy for a combination of event and time—might also
affect perceptual processing.

In conclusion, there is accumulating evidence that
general temporal expectancy affects many aspects of
cognitive processing, from stimulus perception to response
execution. It is not known, however, which processes are
affected by specific temporal expectancies. Previous studies
were not able to dissociate between specific temporal
expectancy effects on different cognitive processes (Haering
& Kiesel, in press; Wagener & Hoffmann, 2010a, 2010b). In
these studies, fast responses for frequent FP–stimulus
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combinations could have been due to a facilitation of
perception, response execution, or any neural process
between the two.

The present study aimed to disentangle the effects of
specific temporal expectancy on stimulus perception from
effects on more response-related processes.

General method

Overview

In a speeded binary choice task with two variable FPs, we
used four stimuli that differed along two binary dimensions:
orientation (vertical vs. horizontal) and form (diamond vs.
oval). Stimulus frequency was unequally distributed over
two different FPs, meaning that each stimulus appeared
frequently with one FP and infrequently with the other FP.
In this way, one stimulus dimension could be equally
distributed over FPs, while at the same time the other
stimulus dimension could be correlated with the FPs. For
instance, form could be correlated with FP (e.g., diamonds
often appeared after a short FP, and ovals often appeared
after a long FP), while orientation could be equally
distributed over both FPs.

In Experiments 1 and 3, the responses were mapped to
stimuli according to the same stimulus dimension that was
correlated with the FPs; therefore, the response was also
correlated with FPs. In Experiments 2 and 4, the responses
were mapped to stimuli according to a dimension that was
not correlated with the FPs. As a result, stimuli were FP-
correlated with regard to the other dimension, but responses
were not (see Table 1).

In Experiment 1, participants responded to either
stimulus form (Exp. 1A) or stimulus orientation (Exp.
1B), and either stimulus form (Exp. 1A) or stimulus
orientation (Exp. 1B) was correlated with FPs. Thus, FPs
and responses were both correlated with either stimulus
form or with stimulus orientation. This experiment repli-
cated previous studies on the specific temporal adaptation

effect and was meant to validate the new stimulus material.
In Experiment 2, FPs were correlated with a combination of
form and orientation, while responses were mapped
according to either form (Exp. 2A) or orientation (Exp.
2B). Thus, responses were not correlated with FP. In
Experiment 3, FPs were again correlated with a combination
of form and orientation, but responses were also mapped to
the combinations of form and orientation, so that now
responses were correlated to FPs. In Experiment 4, we
correlated the FP with one stimulus dimension (either form
or orientation) and mapped the responses to the other
stimulus dimension (orientation or form).

Participants

Participants were either students, who received course credits,
or inhabitants of the city of Würzburg, who received €5 for
participation. All participants had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision and gave informed consent before participation.
Participants were treated according to the ethical standards of
the American Psychological Association.

Apparatus and stimuli

Stimulus presentation and collection of responses were
performed by an IBM-compatible computer with a 17-in.
VGA display controlled by E-Prime (Schneider, Eschman,
& Zuccolotto, 2002). Participants responded with the right
hand on two adjacent buttons on a serial response box
(Psychology Software Tools), which was centrally aligned
in front of the computer screen. The stimuli were a black
diamond or a black oval, presented either vertically or
horizontally (see Fig. 1) against a white background, at a
viewing distance of 50 cm. The size of the stimuli was 2 ×
1 cm. The fixation cross was the “+” symbol (Arial
typeface, 1.3 × 1.3 cm). All stimuli were presented centrally
on the screen.

Procedure

Participants had to respond in each trial to one of four
stimuli. They were instructed to respond to two of theTable 1 Stimulus–response mappings and correlations with foreper-

iod length in Experiments 1–4

Experiment Response was mapped to: FP was correlated with:

1A Form Form

1B Orientation Orientation

2A Form Form × Orientation

2B Orientation Form × Orientation

3 Form × Orientation Form × Orientation

4A Form Orientation

4B Orientation Form

Fig. 1 Illustration of the experimental stimuli. The diamond was a
regular rhombus with the length of one diagonal half the length of the
other diagonal. The oval was a regular ellipse with a conjugate
diameter of half the length of the traverse diameter
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stimuli with the left response button and to the other two
stimuli with the right response button. They were not
informed that FPs had different lengths, or that these FP
lengths were correlated with stimuli.

See Figure 2 for a diagram of the overall procedure.
Each trial started with the presentation of the fixation cross for a
variable FP of either 600 or 1,600 ms. The target stimulus was
then presented. The order of stimuli was randomized, and each
stimulus occurred with equal probability. Each stimulus was
preceded by one of the two FPs in 80% of its occurrences
(frequent combination of symbol and FP), andwas preceded by
the other FP in the other 20% (infrequent combination of
symbol and FP). Participants were not informed about this
regularity. The mapping of the responses to the symbols was
counterbalanced between participants. The time window for
responses was 1,100 ms, starting from the presentation of the
target stimulus. When no response was given during this time
window, the words zu spät! (German for “too late!”) were
displayed for 700 ms. When participants pressed the wrong
key, thewords falsche Taste! (German for “wrong key!”) were
displayed for 700 ms. After correct and timely responses, no
explicit feedback was given. After trials with incorrect or late
responses, the next trial started 500 ms after offset of the error
message. After trials with timely and correct responses, the
next trial started 1,200 ms after responding.

Participants completed four blocks of 300 trials each.
They performed 60 trials for each of the infrequent
combinations of stimulus and FP, and 240 trials for each
of the frequent combinations of stimulus and FP. Between
the blocks, participants could take a short break of 1 min.
The experiment lasted approximately 1 h.

Data processing and analyses

Data from the first experimental block and from the first 4
trials from each remaining block were excluded from

analyses. For each combination of block (2–4), FP (600
vs. 1,600 ms), and frequency of FP–symbol combination
(frequent vs. infrequent), mean error rates and RTs were
calculated separately for each participant. We included the
factor Block in the analysis to assess whether the effect of
the frequency of an FP–symbol combination evolved
during the course of the experiment.

Trials with errors were removed from the RT analyses.
For each factor combination and participant, RTs with a
deviation of more than 2.5 SD from the participant’s mean
RT for that combination were removed before the RT
analysis (Bush, Hess, & Wolford, 1993). Three-factor
repeated measures ANOVAs with the factors Block (2–4),
FP (600 vs. 1,600 ms), and Frequency of FP–Symbol
Combination (frequent vs. infrequent) were conducted
separately for error rates and RTs. Significance for any
factor or factor combination did not differ between
subexperiments—that is, between whether orientation or
form was correlated to response or FP. Consequently, we
collapsed the data for all subexperiments.

Experiment 1

The purposes of Experiments 1A and 1B were to
replicate Wagener and Hoffmann’s (2010b) results with a
new set of stimuli and to serve as a baseline for further
experiments. In Experiment 1A, participants responded to
the form of the stimuli, and FPs were correlated with form.
In Experiment 1B, participants responded according to the
orientation of the stimuli, and FPs were correlated with
orientation. We expected a specific temporal expectancy
effect for both subexperiments. We also expected the effect
to increase during the course of the experiment, since we
assumed the adaptation process to be due to associative
learning.

Fig. 2 Trial structures of a long-
FP and a short-FP trial. The left
figure illustrates a trial in which
the FP was long, the symbol was
a horizontal oval, and the
response was correct. The right
figure illustrates a trial in which
the FP was short, the symbol
was a vertical diamond, and the
response was correct
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Method

Participants

A group of 32 participants took part in the experiment, 16
in Experiment 1A and 16 in Experiment 1B. The
participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 47 years, M = 23.16,
SD = 5.3. Twenty of the participants were female, and 12
were male. For 1 participant in Experiment 1A, no data
were saved due to technical problems.

Procedure

In Experiment 1A, participants were instructed to respond
as quickly and correctly as possible with one response
button to the diamond and with the other response button to
the oval. They were not informed that the FPs were of any
relevance to the experiment or that the FPs differed in
length. One form (diamond or oval) occurred frequently
after one of the two possible FPs (600 or 1,600 ms), while
the other form appeared frequently after the other FP (see
Table 2). Overall, both FPs and forms appeared with the
same frequencies.

In Experiment 1B, participants were instructed to
respond with one response button to vertical symbols
and with the other response button to horizontal symbols.
They were not informed that the FPs differed in length.
One orientation (vertical or horizontal) occurred frequently

after one of the two possible FPs (600 or 1,600 ms), while the
other orientation appeared frequently after the other FP.
Overall, both FPs and orientations appeared with the same
frequencies. The mappings of forms and orientations to FPs
and responses, respectively, were counterbalanced across
participants.

Results

Mean RTs and error rates as a function of block and
frequency of FP–symbol combinations are depicted in
Figure 3. With regard to RTs, the three main effects were
significant. Responses were faster after long than after short
FPs, F(1, 30) = 18.65, p < .001, h2p ¼ :383, and responses
to frequent FP–symbol combinations were faster than
responses after infrequent combinations, F(1, 30) =
52.278, p < .001, h2p ¼ :635 (see also Table 3). The factor
Block showed a significant linear trend, F(1, 30) = 10.40, p =
.003, h2p ¼ :257, with decreasing RTs from Block 2 to Block
4. The only significant interaction for RTs was between block
and frequency, F(2, 60) = 3.771, p = .029, h2p ¼ :112. The
effect of frequency was larger in Blocks 3 and 4 (see Fig. 3),
but the linear trend was not significant, F(1, 39) = 1.105, p =
.302, h2p ¼ :036.

With regard to error rates, the main effect of frequency was
significant,F(1, 30) = 13.13, p = .001, h2p ¼ :304, with fewer
errors for frequent than for infrequent FP–symbol combina-
tions. No other main effect or interaction was significant.

Vertical Diamond Horizontal Diamond Vertical Oval Horizontal Oval

Experiment 1A

Response left left right right

Frequent FP short short long long

Experiment 1B

Response left right left right

Frequent FP short long short long

Experiment 2A

Response left left right right

Frequent FP short long long short

Experiment 2B

Response left right left right

Frequent FP short long long short

Experiment 3

Response left right right left

Frequent FP short long long short

Experiment 4A

Response left left right right

Frequent FP short long short long

Experiment 4B

Response left right left right

Frequent FP short short long long

Table 2 Examples for correla-
tions of responses and typical
FPs with symbols in
Experiments 1–4

The mapping of responses to
symbols was fixed for each
participant throughout the
experiment. That FPs were
correlated with a symbol, which
means that each symbol was
preceded by that FP in 80% of
its occurrences (frequent combi-
nation of symbol and FP), while
the symbol was preceded in only
20% of its occurrences by the
alternative FP (infrequent com-
bination of symbol and FP)
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Discussion

Participants responded more quickly and more accurately
for frequent FP–symbol combinations than for infrequent
ones. This means that participants adapted to the correlation
between form and FP in Experiment 1A, and to the
correlation between orientation and FP in Experiment 1B.
This shows that specific temporal expectancy takes place in
choice reactions when the task-relevant stimulus dimension
is form (as in Wagener & Hoffmann, 2010b, and Exp. 1A),
or orientation (as in Exp. 1B). The interaction between
block and frequency confirmed that temporal expectancy
was acquired over the course of the experiment, supporting
an associative learning account of the phenomenon. It is,
however, not possible to conclude whether participants
adapted to correlations between responses and FPs or to
correlations between stimuli and FPs, because stimuli and
responses were confounded.

Experiment 2

The purpose of Experiment 2 was to test whether a specific
temporal expectancy effect can be observed when the

stimuli, but not the responses, correlate with FPs. To this
end, a combination of stimulus features was correlated with
FPs, while responses were mapped onto a single feature
dimension (form in Exp. 2A and orientation in Exp. 2B),
and consequently were balanced across FPs. Because each
response appeared at the same frequency after the short FP
and after the long FP, response-specific temporal expectancy
was not possible in this experiment. A specific temporal
expectancy effect could only be due to a temporally specific
expectancy for the individual symbols at their typical FPs.
Thus, the occurrence of a specific temporal expectancy
effect would support a perceptual facilitation account.
Absence of a specific temporal adaptation effect would
suggest that the effect in Experiment 1 was due to
expectancy for response-related processes.

Method

Participants

There were 16 participants in each of Experiments 2A
and 2B. The participants’ ages ranged from 19 to
45 years, M = 25.06, SD = 4.9. Twenty-two were female,
and 10 were male.

600 ms 1,600 ms

Frequent Infrequent Frequent Infrequent

Experiment M SD M SD M SD M SD

Response Times

1 400 50 413 50 384 48 405 48

2 427 35 432 41 411 39 407 49

3 600 84 632 92 625 87 621 97

4 419 53 422 51 415 51 413 54

Error Rates

1 3.65 3.4 5.26 3.84 2.34 1.9 4.83 5.7

2 3.99 7.6 4.42 9.75 3.53 7.2 4.20 7.9

3 6.29 4.7 8.29 8.0 7.24 6.7 7.94 7.2

4 3.65 4.0 2.93 4.2 3.10 3.4 2.29 3.7

Table 3 Mean error rates and
response times for frequent
and infrequent combinations of
a symbol and FP at the short
and the long FPs

Fig. 3 Mean error rates and RTs
for frequent and infrequent
FP–symbol combinations as a
function of block in Experiment
1. Error bars represent ±1 SE.
Asterisks denote significance at
the .05 level, and double
asterisks denote significance
at the .001 level
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Procedure

In Experiment 2A, participants were instructed to respond
with one response button to diamonds and with the other to
ovals. In Experiment 2B, they were instructed to respond
with one response button to vertical symbols and with the
other to horizontal symbols. The mappings of the respective
features to the responses (left, right) were counterbalanced
across participants.

In both subexperiments, the vertical oval and the
horizontal diamond appeared frequently after one of the
FPs, while the horizontal oval and the vertical diamond
appeared frequently after the other FP. The combinations of
FP with the set of stimuli were counterbalanced across
participants. Neither single stimulus dimension was corre-
lated with FPs; that is, the diamond and the oval appeared
equally often after the short and after the long FP. Likewise,
the stimuli were equally often vertically or horizontally
oriented after the short FP and after the long FP.

Results

Mean RTs and error rates are shown in Figure 4. With
regard to RTs, the main effects for FP and block were
significant. Responses were faster after long than after short
FPs, F(1, 31) = 27.15, p < .001, h2p ¼ :467, and the effect of
block, F(2, 62) = 5.485, p = .006, h2p ¼ :150, was again due
to a linear trend toward faster responses in later blocks,
F(1, 31) = 7.299, p = .011, h2p ¼ :191. The main effect of
the frequency of FP–symbol combinations was not significant,
F(1, 31) = 0.134, p = .717, h2p ¼ :004, nor was any
interaction. With regard to error rates, no main effect or
interaction was significant (all ps > .2).

Discussion

Neither error rates nor RTs revealed any evidence of a
specific temporal expectancy effect. This suggests that
behavioral adaptation to FP–stimulus correlations requires
that responses also be correlated with FPs. This, in turn,
indicates that specific temporal expectancy is related to
responses, rather than to stimuli.

However, one might object to the idea that specific
temporal expectancy could indeed affect perception, but
only the perceptual processing of simple stimulus features.
Despite the fact that general temporal expectancy effects
were observed for basic visual feature processing (Bueti,
Bahrami, Walsh, & Rees, 2010; Rolke & Hofmann, 2007;
Seifried et al., 2010) and for complex visual features
(Correa, Cappucci, Nobre, & Lupiáñez, 2010a; Correa,
Lupiáñez, Madrid, & Tudela, 2006a; Hackley, Schankin,
Wohlschlaeger, & Wascher, 2007; Rolke, 2008), specific
temporal expectancy might be restricted to perceptual
processing of simple stimulus features.

In Experiment 2, complex feature combinations, instead
of simple features, were correlated with FPs. If one assumes
that only the discrimination of simple features benefits from
specific temporal expectancy, the absence of an effect in
Experiment 2 would be consistent with a perceptual
account of specific temporal expectancy. In order to test
this alternative explanation, we conducted two further
experiments. In Experiment 3, complex stimulus feature
combinations were again correlated with FPs, but responses
were also correlated with FPs. If specific temporal
expectancy only facilitates perception of simple stimulus
features, we would not expect an effect of frequency of FP–
symbol combinations. On the other hand, if specific
temporal expectancy facilitates response preparation, we
would expect to see an effect. In Experiment 4, one simple
feature dimension (form or orientation) was correlated with
FPs, whereas responses were mapped onto the other feature
dimension, and hence were uncorrelated with FPs. If
specific temporal expectancy facilitates responses, we
would not expect to find a specific temporal expectancy
effect in Experiment 4. However, if specific temporal
expectancy facilitates perceptual processing of simple stimu-
lus features, we would expect to find an adaptation effect.

Experiment 3

The purpose of Experiment 3 was to discriminate between
two opposing interpretations of Experiment 2—namely that
specific temporal expectancy either facilitates perception of

Fig. 4 Mean error rates and RTs
for frequent and infrequent
FP–symbol combinations as a
function of block in Experiment
2. Error bars represent ±1 SE.
The means are displayed
separately for each analyzed
block of the experiment
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simple stimulus features or facilitates nonperceptual,
response-related processes. FPs were correlated with complex
stimulus features (as in Exp. 2), and responses were mapped
to stimuli according to these complex stimulus features. This
had the effect that responses were also correlated with FPs. If
specific temporal expectancy facilitates perception of simple
stimulus features, we should not find an expectancy
effect, because single feature dimensions were balanced
across FPs, and only complex feature combinations were
correlated with FPs. If specific temporal expectancy is,
on the other hand, nonperceptual and response related,
we should find a specific temporal expectancy effect,
because responses were correlated with FPs. Note,
however, that the task was more difficult than in the
previous experiments. Participants had to select responses
according to arbitrary stimulus classes (e.g., a horizontal oval
and a vertical diamond were mapped to one response button),
while in previous experiments responses were selected
according to a single stimulus dimension (e.g., only diamonds
were mapped to the right response button).

Method

Participants

A group of 20 participants, 16 females and 4 males, took
part in the experiment. Their ages ranged from 19 to
40 years, M = 23.80, SD = 5.3. For 1 participant, no data
were saved due to technical problems.

Procedure

The vertical oval and the horizontal diamond appeared
frequently after one FP, while the horizontal oval and the
vertical diamond appeared frequently after the other FP.
Participants were instructed to respond with one button to
the vertical oval or the horizontal diamond, and to respond
with the other button to the horizontal oval or the vertical
diamond. The mappings between the stimulus set and
responses were counterbalanced across participants. Allo-
cation of the stimulus set to FP frequencies was also
counterbalanced across participants.

Form and orientation were balanced over FPs, in the
sense that the diamond as well as the oval, and vertical as
well as horizontal orientations, appeared equally often after
the short and the long FP.

Results

Mean RTs and error rates as a function of block and of
frequent versus infrequent FP–symbol combinations are
shown in Figure 5. Note that the RTs and error rates are
generally higher than in the previous experiments. This was

due to the more difficult task demands to respond to feature
combinations (see above).

With regard to RTs, the only significant main effect was of
frequency, F(1, 18) = 8.908, p = .008, h2p ¼ :331, with
responses to frequent FP–symbol combinations being faster
than responses to infrequent FP–symbol combinations. The
factor Block was marginally significant, F(2, 36) = 2.979,
p = .064, h2p ¼ 142, with a significant linear trend toward
faster responses for later blocks, F(1, 18) = 5.865, p = .026,
h2p ¼ :246. No interaction was significant (all p > .23).

With regard to error rates, the only significant main effect
was of block, F(2, 36) = 7.156, p = .002, h2p ¼ :284. This
effect could be further qualified as a linear trend toward
fewer errors for later blocks, F(1, 18) = 12.495, p = .002,
h2p ¼ :410. The effect of frequency was not significant
overall, F(1, 18) = 0.134, p = .718, h2p ¼ :007. We also
analyzed the effect of frequency separately for Blocks 2–4.
Error rates were significantly higher for infrequent than for
frequent FP–stimulus combinations in Block 2, t(18) =
2.366, p = .029, but not in Blocks 3 and 4 (ps > .49). No
interaction was significant (all ps > .29).

Discussion

We found a specific temporal expectancy effect in RTs and,
in the first analyzed block, also in error rates. The results
further support our interpretation of Experiment 2 that
specific temporal expectancy is nonperceptual. In Experiment
2, FPs correlated with perceptual feature combinations,
but not with responses, and we found no adaptation effect.
In Experiment 3, FPs correlated with perceptual feature
combinations and responses, and we did find an adapta-
tion effect. The only difference between Experiments 2
and 3 was that responses were correlated with FPs. We
concluded that specific temporal expectancy facilitates
response preparation. The alternative hypothesis, that
specific temporal expectancy is perceptual but cannot be
formed for feature combinations (only for simple features),
is not confirmed. To confirm this hypothesis, no specific
temporal expectancy effect should emerge in either of the
following experiments, because simple features were not
correlated with FP in these experiments.

Experiment 4

The purpose of Experiment 4 was to further test whether
specific temporal expectancy facilitates the perception of
simple stimulus features or facilitates response preparation.
In Experiment 4, FPs were correlated with one stimulus
dimension (form in Exp. 4B, and orientation in Exp. 4A),
but responses were mapped to stimulus features, according
to the other stimulus dimension (form in Exp. 4A, and
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orientation in Exp. 4B). If specific temporal expectancy
facilitates perception of simple features, we should find a
clear specific temporal expectancy effect, because a simple
feature dimension is correlated with FPs. If specific
temporal expectancy facilitates response-related processes,
no specific temporal expectancy effect should occur,
because responses were not correlated with FPs.

Method

Participants

There were 16 participants in each of Experiments 4A and 4B.
The participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 60 years,M = 24.66,
SD = 7.5. Twenty-five were female, and 7 were male.

Procedure

In Experiment 4A, vertically oriented stimuli appeared
frequently after one FP, while horizontally oriented stimuli
appeared frequently after the other FP. Participants were
instructed to respond with one response button to the diamond
and with the other to the oval. The correlation between FPs
and orientations, as well as the mapping of forms to responses,
were counterbalanced across participants.

In Experiment 4B, diamonds were frequent after one FP,
while ovals were frequent after the other FP. Participants were
instructed to respond with one response button to vertical
symbols and with the other to horizontal symbols. The
correlation between FPs and form, as well as the mapping of
forms to responses, was counterbalanced across participants.

Results

Mean RTs and error rates as a function of block and of
frequent versus infrequent FP–symbol combinations are
shown in Figure 6. With regard to RTs, the main effects
of FP and block were significant. Responses were
faster after long than after short FPs, F(1, 31) = 4.428,
p = .044, h2p ¼ :125, and the effect of block, F(2, 62) =
5.175, p = .008, h2p ¼ :143, was again due to a linear
trend toward faster responses in later blocks, F(1, 31) =

8.880, p = .006, h2p ¼ :223. The main effect of frequency
was not significant, F(1, 31) = 0.035, p = .852,
h2p ¼ :001. No interaction was significant (all ps > .39).

With regard to error rates, no main effect or interaction
was significant (all ps > .079). Most importantly, the main
effect of frequency was not significant, F(1, 31) = 3.302,
p = .079, h2p ¼ :096, and was actually numerically
reversed, with more errors for frequent than for infrequent
FP–symbol combinations.

Discussion

We did not observe a specific temporal expectancy effect in
either RTs or error rates. The absence of an effect when only
a simple feature dimension was correlated with FPs clearly
speaks against a perceptual account of specific temporal
expectancy. The results support the notion that specific
temporal expectancy is based on nonperceptual, response-
related processes.

Summary and general discussion

We conducted four experiments in order to determine whether
specific temporal expectancy affects perceptual processing or
is associated with nonperceptual, response-related processing.
The experiments provided consistent evidence for a non-
perceptual locus of specific temporal expectancy. Experiment
1 replicated earlier findings that demonstrated that partic-
ipants adapt to frequencies of FP–event combinations when
one stimulus feature and the responses correlate with the FPs.
In Experiment 2, participants did not adapt to correlations
between stimulus features and FPs when responses did not
correlate with the FPs. In Experiment 3, a specific temporal
expectancy effect was found when stimulus feature combi-
nations as well as responses correlated with the FPs.
Lastly, in Experiment 4, participants did not adapt to a
correlation of simple stimulus features with FPs when
responses did not correlate with the FPs. In sum, we found
evidence for specific temporal expectancy only when
responses were correlated with FPs (irrespective of
whether the responses were assigned to simple stimulus

Fig. 5 Mean error rates and RTs
for frequent and infrequent FP–
symbol combinations as a
function of block in Experiment
3. Error bars represent ±1 SE.
The means are displayed
separately for each analyzed
block of the experiment, and
the asterisk denotes significance
at the .05 level
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features, as in Exp. 1, or to a combination of stimulus
features, as in Exp. 3). When just the stimuli were
correlated with FPs, but not the responses, no specific
temporal expectancy effect was observed (Exps. 2 and 4).

We conclude from these results that specific temporal
expectancy is mainly expectancy for nonperceptual cognitive
events. While perception can benefit from general temporal
expectancy (Correa et al., 2005; Lange, 2009; Rimmele,
Jolsvai, & Sussman, 2010; Rolke, 2008), in the sense of
facilitated perceptual processing at a certain point in time,
this benefit cannot be specific for a certain stimulus. This
finding is particularly remarkable in relation to Kingstone’s
(1992) study, which showed that general event expectancy
and general temporal expectancy can simultaneously facil-
itate perceptual processing. This suggests that the
coincidence of unconditional event and unconditional
FP expectancies relies on functionally different cognitive
mechanisms rather than on specific temporal expectancies
(i.e., expectancies for combinations of event and FP).

This conclusion is further supported by the lack of
interaction between the variable-FP effect and the specific
temporal expectancy effect in any of the experiments.
When the short FP has elapsed in a trial, the probability that
a stimulus will appears after the long FP increases from .5
to 1, typically leading to overall faster RTs after long than
after short FPs—that is, the variable-FP effect (see the
introduction). We found a variable-FP effect in each
experiment except Experiment 3. The effect did not,
however, interact with the specific temporal expectancy
effect. In addition, the presence and size of the variable-FP
effect also did not systematically depend on the presence of
specific temporal expectancy in the experiment. In
Experiment 1, with specific temporal expectancy, we found
that the variable-FP effect was of medium size h2p ¼ :383

� �
.

In experiments without specific temporal expectancy, the
variable-FP effect was small (h2p ¼ :125, Exp. 4) or large
(h2p ¼ :467, Exp. 2). This suggests that there is one kind of
temporal expectancy based on elapsed time within a trial,
and another, specific temporal expectancy based on prior
associative pairings of stimulus–response episodes and FPs.

Although the present experiments have shown that
specific temporal expectancy affects nonperceptual process-

ing, our results do not allow for a more detailed differentiation
between the affected cognitive processes. These results would
be compatible with a motor locus of specific temporal
expectancy. It might be that specific temporal expectancy for
a certain symbol at a certain FP increases the spinal cord
excitability for the response assigned to this stimulus, similar
to the results shown by Brunia and Boelhouwer (1988) for
general temporal expectancy (see the introduction). On the
other hand, some authors have demonstrated that temporal
expectancy affects response selection stages. Broadbent and
Gregory (1965), for example, showed that the length of an
FP had a larger effect on RTs when the mapping of stimuli to
responses was congruent than when it was incongruent,
which suggests that general expectancy is associated with
response selection. A response selection locus of specific
temporal expectancy would also be compatible with the
present findings. Participants might have scheduled their
expectancy for selecting one of two responses to the FP at
which the response was frequently required.

The discussion of specific temporal expectancy is, in the
present study, entirely focused on frequency-induced
expectancy in variable-FP designs. This is because the
effect has previously only been shown in this kind of
paradigm. However, specific temporal expectancy may also
emerge in other temporal expectancy paradigms. As
mentioned in the introduction, participants respond more
quickly when the current FP was validly predicted by a
preceding cue than when the cue had predicted another FP.
We propose that an analogous cuing effect would result for
the cuing of combinations of FP and target. Such an effect
would demonstrate specific temporal expectancy based on
cues. We also expect that in a constant-FP paradigm,
participants would also specifically temporally expect an
FP–event combination when one stimulus–response event
primarily appeared in blocks with one certain FP and
another event primarily occurred in blocks with another FP.
Furthermore, we propose that specific temporal expectancy
plays an important role in the perception of rhythms,
because rhythmical sequences are, in everyday life, usually
coupled with a characteristic sequence of events (e.g.,
musical rhythms). The temporal expectancy induced by a
rhythmical sequence has been shown to interact with the

Fig. 6 Mean error rates and RTs
for frequent and infrequent FP–
symbol combinations as a
function of block in Experiment
4. Error bars represent ±1 SE.
The means are displayed
separately for each analyzed
block of the experiment
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variable-FP effect for randomly distributed sequence-final
FPs (Ellis & Jones, 2010; Sanabria, Capizzi, & Correa,
2011). However, whether rhythm also interacts with
specific temporal expectancy in a sequence-final FP has
not been tested.

To conclude, the present results have revealed that specific
temporal expectancy affects postperceptual processing stages.
However, more research will be required in order to further
differentiate between motor activation and response selection
as potential loci of specific temporal expectancy.

Author Note This research was supported by Grant HO 1301/13–1
awarded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
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